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So, how to read car wiring diagrams A car wiring diagram is a map. To read it, identify the circuit in
question and starting at its power source, follow it to ground. Use the legend to understand what
each symbol on the circuit means. I’m an auto technician for over twenty years, I’ve always loved the
electrical side of auto repair. After reading this post you’ll understand how to read a basic wiring
diagram, which as you know is key to finding electrical problems quickly. Understanding A Basic
Circuit Here I’ll explain the basic principle behind a circuit. This stuff is easy and if you’re already
familiar, you can skip it. A wiring circuit is so called because the wiring must make a complete
circle, any break in this circle, causes a fault. Power leaves the positive side of the car battery
through the power cables and is always actively looking for the shortest possible return path to the
negative side of the car battery. Basic wiring circuit diagram Obviously there’ll be more complex
looking circuits, which will have relay’s and control units, but remember, they all operate under the
same idea. A typical basic circuit consists of five important parts Power supply Positive from battery
Fuse Switch Manual or controlled Load light bulb, motor etc Ground Return path to negative side
battery What’s Power. Power is battery voltage and in any circuit the path to the load from battery
positive may be described as the power side of the circuit. What’s Ground As you know, voltage loves
to travel through any metal, and not just the metal within wires. A ground therefore, is any metal
part of the chassis or engine that’s connected to the battery negative. The return path after the load
is known as the ground side of a circuit. And typically isn’t drawn on a diagram as a wire going back
to the negative side of the battery, instead a ground symbol is
used.http://behold.lv/allfiles/bosch-logixx-8-installation-manual.xml
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What’s A Relay Relay’s haven’t changed very much over the years, they’re in old cars and new ones,
a good idea never gets old. The function of a relay is to control a high amp circuit like a starter
motor or head lights using a low amp switch circuit. Running high amps through a small switch
would cause the switch to burn out and fail, possibly starting a fire. Relays are common in circuits
and also housed within control units. When they’re integral to the control unit, the diagram will
often refer to it, but it won’t be a serviceable relay. Traditionally, relay terminals were numbered
using double digits, but latest versions use single digits, I’ve marked both on the diagram below.
How’s it work A relay is a electromagnetic switch, it has two separate circuits, a Control circuit and
a Load circuit. This causes the coil of the relay to become magnetic, which pulls the movable
armature within the relay, closed. When closed open in the above diagram, it allows power travel
from the battery to the light. Through the 30 and 87 pins When the switch is turned off, battery
disconnected the coil is no longer magnetic and the spring loaded movable armature returns to open
default position. The starter circuit relay in the pic above operates in an identical fashion. By turning
the ignition switch to start, voltage flows through pin 86 and grounds at 85. This magnetises the coil
which in turn causes the armature pin 30 to 87 to close completing the load side circuit, and the
engine cranks. What’s A Control Unit. You’re here to learn how to read a wiring diagram, and so
you’ll most certainly encounter control modules computers. Modern cars as you know are packed
with control modules. Generically they’re also known as Control Units, CU, Controllers, Modules,
CM, Electronic control unit and Computers. I’m not going to go deep into the weeds here, but it will
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be useful to have an outline of how control units
operate.http://amoosetracksmanor.com/userfiles/bosch-logixx-8-1400-manual.xml

The control unit or controller will only send power to the window motor if certain preprogrammed
conditions are met. There may be conditions where the control module won’t send power to the
window, for example, if it’s programmed to save power when the battery is low. Of course the
window may not move for other reasons, the control unit may be faulty, or software needs to be
updated or reflashed, motor faulty etc. So why did they go and make things more complicated and
expensive to fix. Well, control units do offer significant advantages, some of which include Less
wiring needed Cars more fuel efficient Cars are cleaner Cars are safer Allowed for more electronic
modules like infotainment systems and drivers aids System fault codes can be read All control units
are connected to each other via a twin twisted pair of wires, the communication system is know as
CAN controller area network. When reading wiring diagrams, a technician doesn’t get to see the
internal diagrams for control units and so we don’t concern our selves with their workings.
Understand The Legend Every diagram will have a legend, it’s the key to understanding the wiring
diagram. It will typically show a set of symbols and a brief description. It’s not important to know
these symbols by sight, you can reference the legend as you meet the various symbols along the
circuits your reading. And anyway, you’ll find the symbols vary from one manufacturer to another.
Tip Some diagrams are easier to understand than others, but having the wrong wiring diagram can
catch out even the pros. To avoid frustration, be sure that your wiring diagram is correct for your
vehicle. Have your legend close to hand as you read the wiring diagram, without knowing what each
of the various symbols mean, you’ll quickly get bogged down.

The information in a legend may include Wiring colour code Symbol meanings Module codes System
group codes Component abbreviations Any special notes The legends are usually well thought out,
logical and easy to follow. Reading A Wiring Diagram Wiring diagrams were traditionally printed in
book form, diagrams are big as you know, to fit them all on one page would make them unreadable.
This can be a little cumbersome especially when referencing lots of different circuits at once. Other
solutions include showing just one systems wiring circuit to a page, for example, just showing the
wiring diagram for the headlights. This works pretty well and was carried over to the digital age.
Digital wiring diagrams are a lot more efficient and easier to use, so if possible, always opt for
digital schematics. Now you know what the legend is and have a brief understanding of what the
various symbols mean, it’s time to read a wiring diagram. This is the natural flow, and it’s the best
way to read them. The diagram below is a basic car light circuit, at first sight it might look
complicated, but as you understand the flow, it will become clear. Remember, battery power voltage
at the top of the page is trying to get to the ground supply at the bottom of the diagram. Starting at
the top of the included diagram, you can see power flows in two paths, 1 down to the light relay left
and 2 to the central electronic unit CEM which is a control unit. Now we turn our attention to the
switch. When the switch is closed, the control module senses the circuit is no longer open, and as it’s
programmed, it grounds the internal circuit Marked at X. The grounding causes the armature of the
integrated relay to close and send power through the switch, and on through to the coil of the light
relay. That in turn pulls closed the light relays armature, and finally allows power to flow to the
lights.

That’s it, you’ve read the diagram, some circuits will be more complex, but the more you practice,
the better you’ll get. Related Questions What’s the difference between a diagram and a schematic. A
diagram is a detailed map of a system and a schematic is a more simplified representation. John
Cunningham John Cunningham is an Automotive Technician and writer on Rustyautos.com. Ive been
a mechanic for over twenty years, I use my knowledge and experience to write articles that help
fellow gearheads with all aspects of classic car ownership, from tires to roof aerials and everything
in between. Recent Content link to Are Audis Good Cars Mechanic tells all Are Audis Good Cars
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Mechanic tells all My father owned an Audi 100 when I was a kid and one of my earliest memories is
helping him wash and wax it on a Sunday morning. The two tone yellow over brown Audi was his
pride and joy and. Easy hack! Can You Start A Car Without A Starter. Easy hack! Car troubles are
always inconvenient and it only ever happens when youre in a hurry. Relax, with a little help you can
get rolling within minutes, and heres how. We love old school cars, collectively we’ve been working
on them for more than 70 years. Old cars are more than metal and paint, they’re time travelling
memory machines. This is the site where we share everything we’ve learned. Legal Information This
site is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
Amazon.com. We are compensated for referring traffic and business to Amazon and other companies
linked to on this site. Texas DOT Releases Augmented Reality Game to Help August 19, 2020
November 1, 2019 What Is The Best Key Organizer.

September 30, 2019 Why You Should Invest in A Battery Jump Starter September 13, 2019 How to
Use An Automotive Test Light August 26, 2019 How to Use a Multimeter on a Car July 23, 2019 The
Essential Tool Guide for the DIY Mechanic August 3, 2016 So many wires and complicated
components to inspect. Luckily for you, automotive wiring diagrams are there to help you speed up
the whole process. Obviously, you’ll need to understand the different codes and symbols in order for
diagrams to be really helpful. To assist you with that, we have created this quick guide on how to
read car wiring diagrams to troubleshoot and fix simple electrical system problems in no time. Pretty
simple right. On a diagram, there’s no visual difference between wire gauges and materials. All
wires are then identified using a color code and a number but we’ll see more about that later in this
article. These wires are included in the same system or, at least, use the same power source or
ground connector. When testing for continuity, these wires shouldn’t trigger your multimeter. If they
do, the wires may be skinned somewhere and may cause a shortcircuit in the system. Some
diagrams may use a simplified version which is only two vertical bars instead of 6. On more
complicated electrical systems or electronic modules, diagrams can quickly become filled with tons
of lines and symbols making it hard to read for the user. Depending on the editors of the manual,
this symbol could be used to indicate a 2 cells battery or simply to make the whole diagram a little
more userfriendly. In case something goes wrong and a wire is damaged and cause a short to ground
condition, the fuse will instantly blow, preventing any more damage to the whole circuit. It’s no
surprise that blown fuses are the cause of most electrical malfunctions. When trying to diagnose an
electrical problem, always start by inspecting the fuses related to the faulty circuit and 9 out of 10
times, you’ll find the problem right away.

Most automotive repair manuals have a dedicated section reserved for all the fuses, relays and
pretty much everything included in the fuse boxes called Power Distribution diagram to make things
easier. This is used to let the reader know if the fuse is constantly powered by the battery of only
when the ignition key is in the ON position. Never forget to check that out before testing a fuse or
you could end up with a wrong diagnosis. In fact, I should say that the ground is the negative post of
the battery but since a wire goes straight from the post to the body of the car, every metal part
touching the body is also considered as a ground. For example, the engine and the transmission both
have one or more large braided ground wires connected to the body. If for some reason, one of the
wire was damaged, the corresponding unit should still keep on working since the engine is bolted
onto the transmission and viceversa. On some occasions, though, the added resistance induced by
the longer circuit may cause sensible electronic components to go haywire and cause various
problems. If the engine ground is broken, the alternator may not be able to produce enough current
to power all the accessories at the same time and may cause worrying charging system problems. A
good example of this is a simple dome light switch. Push to one side to turn the component on and to
the other side to turn it back off. These are widely used throughout the car because of their
simplicity and relative reliability. Think of the rear defrost and emergency flashers switches. The



same motion is used to trigger it on and off. Only one input for multiple different possible outputs P,
D, etc.. They are basically more than one selector switches included in the same unit. They allow car
manufacturers to install low voltage switches inside the cabin to control higher voltage components.

They began to be widely used when manufacturers started to replace bulky headlight switches on
the dashboard in favor of small combo switches on the steering columns. A low voltage switch is
used to turn on and off a small electromagnet which in turn will activate a bigger switch to provide
power to components such as headlights, cooling fans, fuel pumps, etc. Almost every major system
and component on your vehicle are controlled using a relay. It’s not rare to see a fuel pump relay
burn and stop clicking. Everyone knows what a light bulb is and what their purpose is. But in an
electrical diagram, light bulbs are everywhere. It’s important to understand that headlights and
blinkers are not the only light bulbs on your car. In fact, newer vehicles use light bulbs for pretty
much every electrical component inside the cabin to indicate if they are turned ON or OFF. Being
able to identify the light bulb symbol and locate them in an electrical circuit might be helpful to
speed up the whole troubleshooting process. There’s not much to do with them as an auto mechanic
since they can rarely be replaced by themselves. They are reliable and rarely come into problems. If
you are unlucky enough to find a burnt resistor in the circuit you are inspecting, the problem most
probably lies elsewhere. A blown resistor is often the result of a faulty module driving too much
power inside the circuit or an internal short to ground condition. In both cases, a faulty resistor is
usually the consequence of another problem and hardly ever the cause of it. Simply learn what the
symbol looks like so you know what is what when you come across it in a car wiring diagram. Keep
that in mind if you use more than one type of repair manuals or you might end up with false test
results. It is either used to protect sensible low voltage elements from being damaged by an excess
of voltage going through expensive modules and components or to redirect the current in a circuit
like inside an alternator.

If overvoltage occurs, a diode will react exactly as a fuse and will instantly blow. You’ll then need to
find its location using your vehicle’s wiring diagram and replace it. As a rule of thumb, one could say
that they usually refer to the power consuming element in the system you are troubleshooting. For
example, power window regulators are represented as motors on the power window diagram. Same
thing for the sunroof motor, power door locks, the wiper motor, power seats and so on. They usually
serve to open or close a fluid or air passage and they have numerous different uses in a vehicle.
Injectors are the most wellknown of the solenoids but you could also think of the starter solenoid and
automatic transmission solenoids connected to the valve body. In fact, they are so similar to switches
that their symbol is one half of the relay symbol. And for a good reason. The electromagnet making
the relay click is also, theoretically speaking, a solenoid. Colors often differ from one car
manufacturer to another but the code used to identify them in car wiring diagrams is always the
same. One repair manual may decide to use a 3 letter color coding system while others may use 2
letter abbreviations only. In all cases, make sure to refer to the color code chart at either the
beginning or the end of the manual for more information on how the different wire colors are
classified. In both cases, the number will let you know where to go to quickly find where the
connector is located on the vehicle. Instead of having to remove all the carpeting and trims to follow
the wires all the way to where the problem is, you can simply identify all the connector first, find
their location and only remove the trims necessary to gain access to them. Being able to master this
competency will not only help you find solutions to common electrical problems a lot faster but will
also give you a big headstart compared to less qualified technicians. And it’s not that hard at all.

Once you get the hang of the most basic notions, all you’ll need is a bit of practice and you should be
able to fix most electrical system troubles like a pro. He turned towards blogging about cars and EVs
in the hope of helping and inspiring the next generation of automotive technicians. He also loves
cats, Johnny Cash and Subarus. Keep i up! Find Out Why. RANDOM MANUALS RECOMMENDED



Engine Repair Manuals Transmission Repair Manuals Wiring Diagrams EWD Software Auto Blog
Cardiagn Service Abbreviations Site Map Use Of Cookies Privacy Policy Contact Us From our team
We are always happy to welcome those who wish to educate themselves, save their time and money
with useful information about your car. Search, download for free and learn all about the repair of
your car with Cardiagn.com. Get started with a FREE account. Get books you want. To add our email
address , visit the Personal Document Settings under Preferences tab on Amazon. It’s really an
impossible request. It shows the poster doesn’t understand how car makers design their wiring
diagrams and they assume that the wiring diagrams are the same for each engine in that model
year. I’ll give you some examples of exactly what’s involved in finding the right car wiring diagram
and why those blanket wiring diagram requests are so out of line. Car Wiring diagrams are grouped
by system Let’s take a look a screen shot from a professional shop manual like Mitchel’s OnDemand.
I’ve entered a 2000 Toyota Camry as the year, make and model we’re working on. Then I selected
the ELECTRICAL category and clicked on the Wiring Diagrams subcategory. Now I can choose the
car wiring diagrams based on which system I want to work on. Choose year, make, model. Then
choose ELECTRICAL. Then the Wiring Diagrams sub category. THEN choose the system you’re
working on. There are 27 different system categories to choose from. Within each system category,
there are multiple subcategories. Let’s say you want the wiring diagram for a MAF sensor.

Since a MAF sensor is part of the engine performance category, we’ll select that. Wiring diagram for
sensors Oh wait, look at all these sub categories. Now we have to choose the EXACT engine we’re
working on. Is it a 2.2 liter or a 3.0 liter Is it powered by gasoline or compressed natural gas. Does it
have an immobilizer system antitheft or did it ship without an immobilizer system Is it a 3.0 liter
with California emissions or without. Want to find a car wiring diagram for a sensor. Look at all
these choices Got that. Made your choice Now you’ve got three or four more pages to look through
to find the MAF sensor. So you see, there are over 17 pages of car wiring diagrams just dealing with
engine performance sensors for this one year, make, model. Ask for the wiring diagram for a MAF
sensor on a 2000 Toyota Camry, without any other information and there is NO way anybody can
help you. Wiring diagram for exterior lights Let’s try this again. This time let’s say you’ve asked for a
wiring diagram for your backup lights. Is it a 2.2 liter or 3.0 liter Is it powered by gasoline or
compressed natural gas. You’ve even got choices when it comes to something as simple as a wiring
diagram for backup lights Best place to find wiring diagrams Based on all the different wiring
diagrams shown here, 2.2 liter with and without CNG, with and without an immobilizer, or a 3.0 liter
with or without California emissions, you’re simply not going to find the RIGHT wiring diagram for
FREE online. You may find a diagram, but is it the right one. Here are your choices Get free wiring
diagrams at the library Call your local library and ask if they offer online access to auto repair
manuals. Many libraries DO offer that service and it’s free. But there’s caveat; you must access the
services from the library, not your home. That means you should bring money with you to print out
the diagrams on their printers.

Subscribe to an online professional repair manual to get a car wiring diagram Alldatadiy.com and
eautrepair.net are the two best in my opinion. Which is better Well, Alldatadiy uses factory diagrams
which are usually more accurate but much harder to read. They include wire color abbreviations and
connector identifications most people don’t understand. So you have to refer to another guide to
deciper the color codes and use another guide to find the location of the part. Eautorepair.net
redraws all manufacturer wiring diagrams so they make more sense. So you don’t have to find
another guide to decipher colors or find the location. I like eautorepair.net best. Factory manuals
with factory wiring diagrams Factory manuals are the best in the business. But they’re also the most
expensive. You can buy them in print or access them online. Most car makers offer a daily, monthly
or yearly rate to access their online services. Share it! Facebook Twitter Linkedin Reddit email
Posted on September 30, 2017 by Rick Muscoplat eautorepair.net Get the BEST auto repair
information Alldatadiy.com and Eautorepair.net are professional grade shop manuals—period. They



include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases their diagrams are right from
the factory manuals. Haynes manuals are less costly and are geared more towards a DIYer. They
include photos instead of factory diagrams. In some cases, they cover multiple model years, even
though car makers sometimes change things in subsequent years. So if youre looking for a cheaper
alternative to Alldatadiy.com and Eautorepair.net, consider Haynes. If you’re tracking down a wiring
issue, Eautorepair.net is the better choice. Eautorepair.net redraws factory wiring diagrams in color
and includes the component, splice and ground locations right in their diagrams. That saves a lot of
time because you don’t have to refer back to the component locator or circuit locations. Alldatadiy.

com, on the other hand, uses the factory diagrams. So you have to refer to the factory legends to
learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy.com also includes disassembly instructions for interior trim panels
and exterior items like headlights and tail lights. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console,
Alldatadiy.com is the better choice because Eautorepair.net doesn’t any interior or exterior trim or
body part removal. Models Ford gearboxes. Faults bridges Ford Foton GAC Geely The history of
Geely.Catalogs, for employees of the service station and amateurs repair themselves. Automanuals,
in which there are many illustrations onThe rules of the road, directories, especially BOSSH, for
narrow spetsov autodel.If you are the copyright owner of the materials posted on this site contact
usAll content on the site is taken from free sources and is also freelyThe site administration does not
bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. All
materials posted on this site forIf you are the copyright owner of the materials posted on this site
contact us. It shows the different components of the circuit as simplified and standard pictograms,
and the power and signal connections buses between the devices. Arrangement of the components
and interconnections on the diagram does not usually correspond to their physical locations in the
finished device. Factory publications vary, sometimes there is a separate manual for electrical wiring
diagrams, sometimes they are included in the full service manual. To search for a Factory manual
see our Factory Manuals page. Autodatas user friendly Model Identification Table makes it a snap to
find the correct wiring diagram for each vehicle. Each procedure is illustrated in an easy to use and
common format.

Autodatas user friendly Model Identification Table makes it a snap to find the correct procedure for
each vehicle. Each procedure is illustrated in an easy to use and common format. Autodatas user
friendly Model Identification Table makes it a snap to find the correct procedure for each vehicle.
Copyright 2013 AutoRepairManuals.biz, All Rights Reserved. Not an easy task because each
manufacturer has its own system and not all of these systems, to put it mildly, are user friendly. Not
to mention the amount of wiring that is documented. Of course not online in any database, but
simply in the owner’s manual that was in the car. The complete wiring diagram printed on half an A4
sheet !, see figure. A diagram in which many parts are still recognizable by their true form, as the
rear window, the headlights and the starter motor. That seems a lot, but if you realize that an
average modern car contains 1.5 kilometers ! of copper wire then it is really not that much.
Twentyfive times more than in my old Peugeot. The total amount of copper ranges from 20 kilograms
in small cars to 45 kilograms in luxury and hybrid vehicles. All data was transported over only a pair
of twisted wires. Was this the way back to the half A4 sheet in the owner’s manual. No, not by a long
shot. Due to the increasing number of computers in cars, over a hundred in a Mercedes SClass, the
number of wiring has increased significantly in the past decade. I’ll be digging for a while yet at the
office.Enter your email address here and download the whitepaper. These are checked for accuracy
and are all redrawn into a consistent format for easy use. All system wiring diagrams are available in
black and white format and may be printed depending on your program settings and available
printer hardware. All components were connected by wires, and diagrams seldom exceeded 4 pages
in length. Today, some wiring diagrams require more than 16 pages.



It would be impractical to expect a service technician to trace a wire from page 1 across every page
to page 16. Today, the majority of Mitchell1R diagrams follow a much improved format, which
permits space for internal switch details, and component and ground locations. The remaining
circuits connected to that component will be shown in the appropriate system that they apply to. For
example, the wiring diagram for a Ford EECIV system may be included in ENGINE PERFORMANCE
and WIRING DIAGRAMS articles for Ford Motor Co. This includes Data Link Connectors, Ground
Distribution, Power Distribution, Engine Performance, Electric Cooling Fans, AntiLock Brakes,
Electronic Suspension and Electronic Steering wiring diagrams. The Data Link Connectors wiring
diagrams show the circuits by which the various onboard computers exchange information, and the
diagnostic connectors used for diagnosis and their location. The Ground Distribution wiring
diagrams show all vehicle ground points, their location, and the components common to those
ground points. The Power Distribution wiring diagrams show the power feed circuits and the
components common to those power feeds. The diagrams are drawn with the power source at the
top of the diagram and the ground point at the bottom of the diagram. Component locations are
identified on the wiring diagrams. Any wires that do not connect directly to a component are
identified on the diagram to indicate where they go.Then, go to that system and locate the
component within the wiring diagram. The full view of the ignition switch is located in Power
Distribution. Additional listings will be partial views of the component. Not all components are used
on all models. Data Link Connectors show connecting circuits between modules. Alternate names for
components may be listed in wiring diagram component locations tables.


